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Introduction

W
hen James A H Murray began the task
of fulfilling the Philological Society of
London’s decision to improve the
existing English-language dictionaries

by producing a new dictionary that would include all
English-language vocabulary from the Early middle
English period, or 1150 onward, the initial four-volume
work was intended to be finished in approximately ten
years. Four decades later A New English Dictionary
on Historical Principles containing some 400,000
words and phrases in ten volumes was produced,
though Murray never lived to see the final volume
fascicle when it came out in 1928. The Oxford English
Dictionary, as it is now known, has taken its place as
the ultimate authority on the English language,
providing a starting point for anyone interested in the
sometimes obscure origins of the English language.

In Volume VIII (Interact–Loosie), under ‘Jew’s
trump’ Murray’s team noted that the earliest reference
came from a Rates of Customs book dated 1545, where
they are described as ‘Iues trounks.’ The original
Customs book can be found in the Bodleian Library,
Oxford, and is of particularly interest as one of the first
printed books produced and sent nationwide in
England, Wales, and Ireland to Customs Officials,
telling them the value that government put on selected
imports. That Jews trumps were included at all is
fascinating given that there are only around 800 items

listed, but we are fortunate that a further 11 books
dating from 1583 to 1765 are still in existence and held
in the Bodleian Library. This article notes each of the
references, putting the various publications into their
historical context, while analysing and comparing other
items that were given the same value as Iues trounks
in the original 1545 book. [Note: typographical errors
in the original titles and texts have been retained.]

Origins

The important thing to note is that these books
were valuations rather than the amount taxed. Tax was
decided by parliament on the same basis as today and
fluctuated, depending upon the needs of the King or
government and whether the merchant was a denizen
of the kingdom, an alien, or, until Februay 24, 1552
when their privileges in England were abrogated,
Hansard. In order to know what to charge, however,
the Customs Officials needed to have a value for each
item. Prior to the books this had been done on an Ad
Valorem basis of 3d in the pound for Hansards, 12d in
the pound for denizens, and 15p in the pound for aliens,
based upon an agreed valuation of the official and
merchant. It is not surprising to learn that system this
was open to abuse and difficult to control, so a written
document provided guidance to both parties, though
it generally favoured the importer, and allowed for the
expansion of the system as times demanded and more
products or imports were added.
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The Books of Rates

While we now have a Petty Customs role providing
valuable information on the importation of goods into
England in the late 15th century, the Rates of Customs
Book of 1545 is still the first to give us a specific value
for the trump:

1545
C The rates of

the custome house bothe in=
ward and outwarde the difference
of measures and weights and o=
ther cómmodities very necessa=

rye for all marchantes to
knowe newly corre-

ctyd and im=
printed.

In.M.D.XLV

Cimprynted at London by me Ry=
Charde Kele dwellynge at the

Longe shoppe in the Poul=
Trye under sayt Myl=

Dreds churche.

Iues trounks the grose iiis iiiid

The original of this document is held in the Duke
Humphrey’s Library within the Bodleian Library,
bound with a number of other early printed documents
under the title ‘Constitutions [pro]rincialles [by W.
Lyndewode] and of Otho and Octhobone. Transl. The
title-leaf and preliminaries’ (BOD 8o C (5) Jur.). This
is not the most obvious place to look, and I thank the
Customs Museum in Liverpool and the Duke
Humphries Library staff for their assistance. The book
itself measures 14 cm (5 1/2 inches) x 9 cm (3 1/2
inches) and I counted 831 items that were given an
import valuation. 19 other items were given the same
value as the Iues trounks, of which ten were still
included in some form or another in 1765.

The book was published towards the end of the
reign of King Henry VIII. Other books had been issued,
the first for London officials in 1507 during the reign
of Henry’s father, King Henry VII, the victor over

Richard III at Bosworth Field in 1486. Henry VII was a
frugal man who made some attempts to come to
commercial agreements with other trading countries
agreeing, for instance, with Philip of Castile in 1506
that taxes would be payable and ‘a table of all the duties,
subsidies, tolls and other payments, … shall be affixed
on the doors of the Customs Houses in London, Bruges,
Antwerp, Berg, and Middleburg’ (Carson, 26). A year
later was issued the official ‘rate book’ in London, a
manuscript copy of which is in the British Museum.
‘Trumps’ or ‘Jews trumps’ are not mentioned in the 300
items included. The 1507 book was reissued by Henry
VIII in 1532, again for use in London, with a national
book issued in 1536 (Willan, xxi).  This, however, had
taken no account of revaluation, and may have been a
stop-gap measure before the publication and expansion
of the 1545 edition. The 1545 edition was the first
extensive attempt to provide a valuation for a wide
variety of goods, picking up on the cheaper items of
which ‘Jews trumps’ were one. A list of other items of
the same value can be found later in this article. [The
strange expression “Jew’s trunks” is thought to be the
result of careless translation from French. The French
name of the instrument, trompe, can also mean an
elephant’s trunk.—Ed.]

1583
The Rates of

The custome house reduced into a much
better order for the reedier finding of

anything therin contained; then
at the time heretofore hath

been, and now again cor
ected enlarged and

amended

Wherunto is also added the true diffe
rence and contents of weights and

measures, with other things
never before Imprinted

Jewes trumps the gross       x,s

Although there had been a book of rates issued
during the reign of Mary I dated 1558, the only
surviving copy is incomplete, having items under A, B,
C and part of D, so, although we know there were
increases to goods’ values, there is no evidence of how
much was put on Jews trumps. During the reign of
Elizabeth I, a new book was printed in 1583 with an
astonishing 300% put on the value of our instrument,
at 10 shilling a gross, compared with an average
increase of 75% on other items (Gras, 769). Why our
instrument was one of those singled out for particular

Perhaps the most interesting piece of information
to come out of this research is that the official,
government name for the instrument from 1545 to 1765
was ‘Jew’s trump,’ though with various spellings.
‘Trump’ on its own is never used, nor is the more
common, popular name that was to dominate from the
18th century onwards, ‘Jew’s harp.’
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1608
THE

RATES OF
MARCHANDIZES,

AS THEY ARE SET DOWNE IN
THE BOOKE OF RATES, FOR THE
Custome and Subsidie of Poundage,
And the the Custome and Subsidie

Of Clothes

Iewes trumpes the gross, containing twelve dozen}  v.s

THE
BOOKE OF

RATES FOR THE
VALUATION OF MERCHAN-

dizes, and collection of Our Cus
tomes, Subsidies, Impositions, and
other duties within his Highnesse

Kingdom of Ireland

Iewes trumpes the gross, containing twelve dozen}  v.s

1631
THE

BOOKE OF
RATES AS WELL

for the Valuation of Merchandizes,
as for collection of His Maiesties Cu-

stomes, Subsidies, Impositions, and other
duties within his Highnesse King-

dome of Ireland

Iewes trumpes the gross, containing twelve dozen}  v.s

The advent of martial conflict between King and
Parliament required funds, a problem for both parties.
With parliament controlling the seas and most of the
ports and, therefore, imports, a revaluation by them
meant that most items were given a worth higher than

1642
The RATES of Merchandizes;

That is to say,
The Subsidy of

Poundage,
AND

The Subsidy of Woolen Clothes,
or old Drapery
LONDON 1642

  L  S     D
Jewes Trumpes, the groce con-}00.10.00

taining twelve dozen —————}

1653
The

RATES
of

Merchandizes;
That is to say,

The Subsidy of Tonnage,
The Subsidy of Poundage,

AND
The Subsidy of Woolen Clothes, or

old Drapery
LONDON 1642 Printed 1653

RATES Inwards
   L   S     D

Jews Trumps, the groce con- }00 10 00

taining twelve dozen }

1657
The RATES of Merchandizes;

That is to say,
The Subsidy of

Poundage,
AND

The Subsidy of Woolen Clothes,
or old Drapery
LONDON 1642

Printed 1657
(also dated 21 March, 1656)

RATES Inwards
                  L   S     D

Jews Trumps, the groce con- }00 10 00

taining twelve dozen }

1624

attention is left to speculation, though the need for the
general increase in 1583 might have had something to
do with the threat of invasion during this period. The
Spanish Armada, for instance, was only four years
away.

Within five years of James VI of Scotland also
becoming James I of England in 1603, there was
another reassessment of customs duties, and trumps
appear to have fared better, their value being halved.
This valuation was to continue until the beginning of
the English Civil War in 1642.

previously accepted. Jewes Trumpes doubled back to
10 shillings a gross, a value that was to remain constant
and unchanged for the rest of the records through to
1765.
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1669

AN ACT
for settling the

SUBSIDY
OF

POUNDAGE,
And Granting
A SUBSIDY

OF
TUNNAGE.

And other Sums of Money,
UNTO

His Royal Majesty, His Heirs and Successors:
The same to be paid upon

MERCHANDIZES
Imposed and Exported into and out of the

Kingdom of Ireland, according to a
Book of Rates hereunto annexed.

Jews Trumps the Groce con-

taining twelve dozen} 00 10 00

1702
THE

RATES
OF

Merchandize Inwards.
As Settled for Custom by the

14 & 15 CAR,II,cap.9 & I Geo. II
cap. 6.

WITH
The Total Amount of the NEAT Duties to

be paid down in ready Money on each
Species of Goods so rated, and the NEAT
REPAYMENT on Exportation in Time;

all DISCOUNTS deducted.

        Old     A Further
     Subsidy    Subsidy

Jews Trumps, the groce, cont. 12 doz    -10- -10-

1713
The Rates of Merchandize inwards

According to which the
DUTIES are taken,

WITH
Reference to CLASSES, where

all the Duties on any Goods appear
at one View.

(Preface dated 21 January 1713/14)

     l   s   d   ClaSSes

Jews-Trumps, the GroSs } 0 10 0  / BB 11

Cont. 12 Dozen                 }

1765
The

BOOK of RATES
Inwards and Outwards:

WITH THE
HEAT DUTIES and DRAWBACKS

PAYABLE ON
IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION

Of ALL SORTS of
MERCHANDIZE

THE
Method of making Entries Inwards and Outwards, and

Of calculating the Duties theron. The Wine and Oil
Tables. Tables of Fees; with other New and Useful

Tables. All calculated to the utmost Exactness, and fitted

To this present Year
TOGETHER WITH

A List of such Goods as are prohibited to be
Imported or Exported, and those exempted from
Duty upon Importation or Exportation . List of
Praemiums. Directions to Masters of Ships, etc.
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Though the 1765 rates of merchandizes valuation
of Jews trumps remained the same as earlier at 10
shillings a gross, there were variations on exports from
Great Britain and the Plantations. It would appear that
these costs only came into effect if the goods were in
transit.

Comparison with Other Goods

22 items other than Iues trounks are valued at iiis

iiiid in the 1545 Rates of Customs Book.

Bysse counterfete the poud
Canuas the bolte
Copperos the C pound
Cabags the hundreeth
Creuses of stone without couers the hundreth
Cattes pottes the C
Caruing knyves the case
Cotes of Mayle the pece
Dioper napkins cours the dossen
Flouer the Barell

Of these 10 items are consistently mentioned in all
the books, though, as the books were expanded, many
were divided into a more sophisticated list. Canvas, for
instance, has 17 variations by 1609, so when comparing
them, in all cases I have taken the cheapest price. Some
items, such as carving knives, are described the same
throughout, though their price rockets in comparison
with our instrument.

Glewe the C. pounde
Gyrth webbe the groce
Lettuis tarred in tymber
Nester of boxes the groce
Orenges the thousande
Prynted paypers y (reme)
Packenedels the thousand
Tasels the thousande
Towe the C, pounde
Trenchers the thousande
Typpes of hornes the H
Virginales the payre
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Conclusion

These valuations by central government are only
an indication of actual value. A Royal Commission set
up by Edward VI in 1552 compared the valuations of
the 1545 Book of Rates with the then current market
price of 14 items (Gras, 774), with a variation of between
100% and 300% in favour of the market price noted,
though this does not include iron and oil as they are
wildly undervalued by over 1000%. The average seems
to have been 200%, so the actual value of trumps could
have been 6 shilling and 8 pence a gross, or a halfpenny
each. It is interesting to note that with the advent of
the industrialisation of Britain and the mass production
of Jew’s harps centred near Dudley in Warwickshire,
an average price for a gross as given in the advertising
material  (VIM 11, 68–69) was 6 shillings and 2 pence
in 1814, dropping to 4 shillings and 10 pence by 1822—
or very nearly the same value as the original 1545 Rates
of Customs Book.

Other points come to mind. That governments over
300 years considered the importation of Jew’s trumps
in their documentation indicates the social and
commercial value of them both to the merchant and
officialdom. They could, as other items such as girth
web, have been removed from the list, but were not.

Also, the mind boggles as to how many were coming
into the country. Where were they being imported
from? We now have a good lead from the 1481
manuscript showing that Arnemuiden near Antwerp
was a port of origin, but who was manufacturing them?
Theoretically they should have been coming from the
regions of the Alps, travelling north along the trade
routes, affectionately known to economic historians as
’The Blue Banana,’ to the Netherlands and over to
England and beyond. But where is the evidence? As
with most research, the discovery of new information
provides more questions than answers, but with further
discoveries like the 1481 manuscript, I feel confident
new material will emerge.

August 2004
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A more refined list shows that two other items,
towe and a pack of needles, have the same value as Jew’s
trumps at the end of 330 years.
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A Toba Trumpist. José Luis

Pignocchi sent me two photos he made of An-
gel Achelay, a Toba—a people few in number,
who live in northern Argentina and neighbor-
ing Paraguay. Achelay knows many old Toba
songs, and plays the trump, and also the
novike (see the next page), an ethnic fiddle
whose one string is of horsehair.
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